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N EWS L ET TER N OVEMBER 2009
“SIMPLY THE MOST POWERFUL USER FRIENDLY
MAGNETIC FILTRATION SYSTEMS IN THE
WORLD”
This product is one of the world leading environmentally friendly filtration system with rare earth
magnetic technology and reusable long life filters.
OEI provides magnetic filtration solutions in the
oil and gas, marine, manufacturing, mining and
associated industries to effectively filter and remove ferrous and non-ferrous contamination in
lube oil, hydraulic fluid, fuel, coolant, gear oil,
glycol, process/effluent water and amines.
OEI’s built-in magnetic filter cores capture ferrous contaminants in fluid systems, down to
<1µm, before they reach the actual filter. By
simply removing the magnetic core and examining the retained contamination under a microscope, reliability and maintenance engineers have
a valuable tool for identifying potential
wear-related issues before they become a real
problem.

Magnetic Filter Pads
Designed to complement existing disposable
filters for lube oil, fuel, hydraulics and coolant applications.
Magnetic Filter Rods, Y Strainers and
Scrubbers
Designed for installation prior to traditional
filters in reservoirs and applications previously unsuitable for filtration.
Add-Vantage 9000 Series
Designed to replace disposable filters, combining cleanable stainless steel elements and
magnetic filter technology in one filter with
40% greater flow capacity than traditional
paper elements.

DAYLIGHT SAVING
Please all be aware that Daylight saving has commenced
again in most states except
Queensland.
Daylight saving will end again
on the 4th of April 2010.

So all please be aware orders
from interstate cut off is 1 hour
earlier than normal.

Filter Plugs
A simple and effective way to capture ferrous contaminants is to replace filler and
drain plugs with magnetic plugs.
Have you seen our MONTHLY
SPECIALS YET???

Gympie Bearings are able to supply
your business with all your Power
Transmission needs including Sprockets.
We are able to supply you British &
American standard sprockets in threw
bore, taper lock in simplex, duplex &
triplex.

There are 2 different styles of pulleys available.

HYDRALIC
BEARING
PULLER KIT

Stenco produce aluminium V belt pulleys
in Metric and Imperial through bore and
taper bush design.
Suitable for classic V-Belt sections like
A, B and M .

Special sprockets can be made to order.

Martin produce your cast pulleys in Taper
bore Vee and Wedge type.

Gympie Bearings can also supply British & American standard plate wheels.

Available in SPZ, SPA, SPB, SPC up to
1250mm PCD in single and multi groove
type.

$385 inc GST
INC BONUS MINI PULLER KIT

